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Author's response to reviews:

Major revisions

Title: please ensure that the title is identical in the manuscript and the submission system:
Done

References: Please place references before the full stop. For example "text [1]."
Done

Authors' contributions: Please use initials instead of full names, and please format this section as a paragraph rather than a list.
Done

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Title: please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system. Capitalise only the first word and proper nouns, and do not include full stops/periods. For example, "The Title of My Prestigious Publication: A Scientific Study." should be changed to "The title of my prestigious publication: a scientific study"
Done

Qualifications: Please remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) or job titles from the manuscript
Done

Abbreviations: Please format these in to a paragraph.
Done
References: the reference list should contain up to 30 authors’ names for each citation. The term "et al." should not be used if there are fewer than 30 authors. Done

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance. Done